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FRIENDS OF ST
HUGH’S BOAT
CLUB
MT 2013 Newsletter

President’s Report

!

Dear Friends of SHBC,

SHBC W1 giving their
all during Wallingford
Head 2013. Note the
bucket rig.

Another term of novice rowing has drawn to a close, and thankfully
unlike last year we actually managed to get crews out on the river
this time! Not a single day of red flag – bliss. Our men’s novices
were numerous as ever, with three full novice crews entered into
Christ Church Regatta, and fantastic commitment all round. The
women were sadly fewer in number, but what they lacked in
numbers they made up for tenfold in enthusiasm. Both sides got a
crew through to the Saturday, firmly stamping their mark on the
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competition, knocking out big players like Magdalen
MA and Trinity WA on their way through. Our novices
this year have shown that there is real enthusiasm
and (dare I say it) talent in SHBC, and with just a little
more encouragement we could be looking to win
Christ Church Regatta. On this note, I’d like to thank
all the novice coaches and coxes for the fantastic job
they’ve done this term, and the novice women for
being an absolute pleasure to coach and for the
awesome cake they sent me (They clearly know me
too well already).
The seniors had an action-packed term, too. For the
first time in recent memory, we set ourselves the goal
of taking on a head race, with eights from both sides
of the boat club going down to Wallingford Head at
the end of 8th week. Having the big day fast
approaching throughout Michaelmas proved to be a
great focal point to get some really committed
training in, and this, combined with the fantastic
eﬀorts of our coaches, Yulia Stange (men) and Gavin
The St Hugh’s Flag
Suen (women), meant that huge improvements were seen week on
week. I personally feel I have improved more as a rower in this one term than the
preceding year and a half, and that’s a really great feeling. I have high hopes for the rest
of the year.
In equipment-related news, we have acquired a new single scull! Many of you will
recognise it as the yellow single which belonged to our
“Not a single day previous boatman, Pete Burden. Presently without a name,
we will be naming it ‘Pete’ in his memory. It should prove to
of red flag –
be a useful aid in increasing sculler numbers within SHBC,
bliss.”
something we are keen to see.
- BEN WEDD

I shall let the captains give you the gritty details on squad
progress this term, and leave you with a reminder to come to
Torpids Roast, which will be the evening of Saturday, March 8, 2014. If Summer Eights
Dinner was anything to go by, this should be another fantastic night, so do come on
down and celebrate the end of another successful campaign (we hope!). Keep your eyes
on your email inboxes and our website for more details. As ever we will be providing
regular updates via Facebook and Twitter, especially over racing. I might hijack the
Twitter to instigate some friendly banter with our nearest rivals in the weeks before
Torpids, it seemed to go down pretty well last time. Well, not so much with #failliol, but
everyone else enjoyed it.
Ben Wedd – SHBC President of Boats 2013-2014
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Captains’ Reports – MT 2013

!
Women’s Novices
!

This Michaelmas, the women’s squad was joined
by a group of twelve keen novices. Ben Wedd
and Georgia Comrie coached WNA, a novice VIII,
which was coxed by Mimi Beckett and Shuang
Zheng. Pippa Keane and Oskari Virtanen
coached their four novices in an IV or a mixed
VIII, which was coxed by Amy Seakins. All
coaches were very impressed with the
dedication and enthusiasm that each rower
showed throughout this term, resulting in
successful campaigns in IWL A and more
importantly, Christ Church regatta. WNA had
their first chance to race in IWL A, giving them an
opportunity to get to know the course that they
would be rowing in Christ Church regatta. They
enjoyed a very successful campaign in Christ
Church Regatta, where they easily won their first
three races and made it into the last sixteen.
Unfortunately, they narrowly lost to Wadham
WNA, who beat them by a few feet. The crew
The women’s novices
members of WNA must be congratulated for one
after some close
of the most successful novice campaigns seen by SHBC in a long time. racing
WNB also had a very successful campaign in Christ Church Regatta,
entering as a mixed friendly VIII. This team could not progress further
than the repechage as the boat included senior members of the boat club. Nevertheless,
all novice crew members in the mixed boat rowed very well
“WNA easily won and we were pleased with the progress we saw in their
their first three rowing throughout the term. Members of WNB must also be
thanked for their willingness to sub in to other novice boats
races and made when rowers fell ill, making it possible for all novice boats to
row during Christ Church.
it into the last

sixteen.”
- GEORGIA COMRIE

Special thanks must go to all senior members of SHBC who
gave up their time to coach and cox the novice boats. Your
enthusiasm in sessions, commitment to the
boats and constant support meant that it
was possible to give so many people a
chance to start up rowing. To all the novice
rowers, we look forward to welcoming you to
the senior squad in Hilary 2014!
Georgia Comrie - Women’s Captain 2013-4
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Women’s Seniors:
Michaelmas 2013 proved to be a busy term for the women of SHBC. As well as
welcoming a fantastic number of novices into our midst, we also decided to “spice up”
our training plan by entering an external regatta – Wallingford Head. This was an exciting
prospect for all of us as we had never competed outside of Oxford before and the
chance to try out a new, longer stretch of river certainly appealed to us (as well as the
possible glory and fame gained by completing it!)

!

W1 in action on the Wallingford course

We were coached throughout by our very own Gavin Suen who magically managed to
transform us from a crew who had never rowed further than the length of the Godstow
stretch into a crew capable of tackling the gruelling task that lay ahead. We were also
thrilled to welcome Tom Stewardson into our crew as our cox who kept us (quite
literally!) on the straight and narrow. At the last minute we were also saved by the
marvellous Friederike Winter who stepped in after one of our crew was taken ill. Our
sincere thanks and gratitude for all their help, encouragement and determination!

!

The conditions for the race were perfect, though some might have preferred a slightly
warmer temperature to keep us from numbing our fingers on the start line! However, the
sun shone and the wind was very light causing little disturbance to the water – nothing
could hold us back now!

!

I think for all of us, the race itself is now a dim and distant memory, punctuated only by
vague memories of cheers from the bank and the call for the last 100m by our cox. It
was a brilliant race and we finished in the admirable time of just over 19 minutes. We
were (and indeed remain to be) incredibly proud of the competing crew and would like to
thank them for their hard work, dedication and ultimately their success upon the water.

!

Poppy Ellison - Women’s Captain 2013-14
Any enquiries, please email: jonathan.harrison@st-hughs.ox.ac.uk
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Men’s Seniors:

!

We started this academic year with a strong returning contingent of rowers and an
enthusiastic new coach. After a few weeks of squad training we settled into two crews.
With our goal of more racing, especially in external regattas, in
mind, M1 aimed for Wallingford Head as well as a bit of fun racing “A successful
in Nephthys Regatta. The M2, which ultimately raced as a IV, also
expedition
did some head racing in the IWL (putting in a great eﬀort in the
aftermath of Christ Church Curry). Despite illness and injury
outside of the
removing two members of the M1 the week before Wallingford
Oxford bubble”
resulting in a former coach joining the boat for the race, it was a
successful expedition outside of the Oxford bubble.
- JAMES VAN HORNE

!
James Van Horne - Men’s Captain 2013-4
!

Wallingford. For most of us, our first encounter with head racing. A long term of

preparation had not been without its ups and downs – from injury to
illness, with a healthy dash of unavailability, finding a crew to take
on the 4.25km course had had its own diﬃculties. Fortunately, we
were rescued by VK, Josh and our beastly former M1 coach Karl
Oﬀord.

M1 fighting through
the pain cave.

The pre-race experience at Wallingford was unlike other external regattas I’ve ever been
to. The sheer number of boats rigging, boating, and landing together was immense. We
were prepped and ready well ahead of time, but inevitably that meant that our division
was delayed by nearly an hour after a Brookes IV capsized on the start line doing a rollup. Amateurs. That gave us time to eat more snacks and talk to Green Templeton next
to us though, so it wasn’t all bad.
Eventually, we boated and after what seemed like hours of waiting at the start, we were
oﬀ. Hampton School had been pushing us before the race even started, so when they
Any enquiries, please email: jonathan.harrison@st-hughs.ox.ac.uk
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passed us early on it was not surprising. This upset our rhythm a
bit and it took us a while to settle, but once we were on it things “Looking at a
improved. We made it around the S bend, which turned out to be strong Torpids
much less scary than our cox Mimi had imagined, and all was
campaign”
going okay – until two boats decided to try an overtake
simultaneously on a corner. The crew on our outside misjudged it - JAMES VAN HORNE
horribly and ploughed into us, with their three man repeatedly
trying to smash Jono in the face with his blade whilst we were locked together. Carnage
ensued for a brief few moments, but we emerged from the corner mostly unscathed,
aside from the time we had lost in the tangle. After a bit of floundering we found our
rhythm again, and pushed for the line. This was undoubtedly the best bit of our race,
and we held oﬀ the tide of J16s behind us, finishing tidily.
It was a great experience, I think we’re all glad we did it, and what better way to sow the
seeds of an awesome Torpids? Better bring your A game, Exeter. We’re coming.
Ben Wedd - M1 Rower

Novices:

!

The men’s novice intake was very
promising this year. With enough
rowers for three and a half boats, our
novice coaches trained up some
strong crews for Nephthys and Christ
Church. Having gotten the nerves and
equipment failures out of the way at
Nephthys (including such excitement as a broken handle), our crews were well prepared
for Christ Church. An astounding spate of illnesses amongst the undergraduate freshers
forced us to consolidate two of our boats into one on the first day of racing. However,
despite never having rowed together, this crew put in a great show of novice racing and
made it through to Saturday - thus making them one of the most successful novice
crews in recent years. Our other
boat also put in a valiant eﬀort,
falling in the repechage to St
Antony’s.

!

On the back of what was, despite a
few inconvenient illnesses, a good
term, we are looking at a strong
Torpids campaign this Hilary with a
dedicated squad being bolstered by
a selection of impressive novices.
The combined novice crew on their way
to the last 16 at Christ Church regatta

!

James Van Horne - Men’s Captain 2013-4

!
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!
Alumni Outing - 14/12/2013
!

On a rough and windy winter’s afternoon, an
enthusiastic mix of alumni and current rowers set out to
battle with the Isis once more. Although, we
had originally planned to race two scratch
fours against each other, it was decided that
instead due to the stormy weather it would be
better to send out a full eight (and an
accompanying double). This also gave
alumnus Sarah Outen, recently returned from
crossing the Pacific, the opportunity to row in
the boat named after her.

!

After having convincingly faced all the Isis
could throw at us and got some good speed
up during our pieces, we returned to the
boathouse where we were able to warm up
with a welcome combination of mince pies
and mulled wine. Hopefully, we will be able to welcome even more
alumni to our next event!

Its got my name on it!!!

!
Jonathan Harrison - Development Secretary 2013-4
!
!
Upcoming events at SHBC
!
Alumni Drinks: 22nd February 2014
!
Torpids Roast: 8th March 2014
!
Summer Eights Dinner: 31st May 2014
!
Further details to be announced soon. Don’t hesitate to get in touch!
!

For further details, including an extended report from Wallingford please check the
SHBC website at: http://www.sthughsboatclub.co.uk
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